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 2nd largest film market in the World 
 Chinese box office at USD 2.06 billion in 2011 

(30% growth from 2010) 
 No ancillary market 

  Box office is the only way to drive incomes  
  70% film income comes from box office, vs 30% in the 

west 

 500+ feature films made in 2011 
  Only 200+ are released in theatres  



 Policy – Cultural industries stimulation plan 
 Financing – Hot money flowing into the China film 

industry 
 Societal change – forming of movie-going habits 
 Technology – Digitalization is a trend  

    
    China Film Industry has never been so hot! 
    Overheating of Chinese film industry 



  Culture is a pillar of national economy 
  To increase 20%/year during the period of the 12th five-

year plan (2011-2015) 
  The cultural industry will account for 5% of the country’s 

GDP by 2016 
  Credit is flowing into cultural enterprises 
  Banks loaned up to CNY 230 billion in 2011 
  Investment in cultural industry has become a focus of the 

capital market 
  14 cultural equity funds were launched with plans to raise 

CNY 45 billion 
  Hot money flowing from newly rich and highly liquid 

resource heavy areas such as Shanxi Province and Inner 
Mongolia 
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 70% film income from box office 
 DVD piracy very severe  
 New media revenue growing rapidly, 

gradually replacing video revenue 

   
  Shorter revenue cycle 
  Monolithic revenue model  



 Chinese quota system allows only 20 big foreign 
films a year, which are entitle to revenue-sharing 

 Others are imported buyout films (~40) 
 Number recently increased to allow 14 more 

films, as long as they are in IMAX or 3D formats 
 62 imported films in 2010, accounting for 43% 

box office  



1. Transformers: Dark of the Moon   $172.86m (CNY1.089bn) 
2. Kung Fu Panda 2    $96.82m (CNY610m) 
3. The Flowers of War    $92.83m (CNY488m) * 
4. Pirates of the Caribbean:  
    On Stranger Tides    $73.81m (CNY465m) 
5. Flying Swords of the Dragon Gate  $68.89m (CNY434m) * 
6. Harry Potter and the  
    Deathly Harrows Part II    $65.08m (CNY410m) 
7. Beginning of the Great Revival   $64.92m (CNY409m) 
8. Love is Not Blind    $55.71m (CNY351) 
9. The Smurfs     $41.27m (CNY260m) 
10. Fast and Furious 5    $40.63m (CNY256m) 
 
•  Still on release 
 



 Revenue sharing 
  Split the profits from box-office or other 

distribution method with a Chinese counterpart 

 Non-Chinese films 
  Producers take 30% of box-office 

 Sino co-productions  
  Producers take 38% of box-office 

 Imported buyout films 
  A film produced outside mainland China with a 

buyout price 



 In 2010, 95 films applied for co-production, 
63 approved 

 
 Two ways of co-productions: 
1. Assisted productions  

  Chinese partner takes no copyright 

2. Sino-foreign co-productions 
  Partners share global copyrights 
  Partners splits copyrights by territories 



 Censorship 
  Big issue for those who would seek to enter the 

Chinese market 

 Policy implementation 
  quota restrictions  
  other non-trade barriers (cultural, political) 
  Decisions on what films are let in are opaque 

 Protectionism to support Chinese ‘infant’ 
film industry 



 HK-China Closer Economic Partnership Agreement 
has encouraged cooperation (CEPA) 

 
  Since 2005 HK & Macau allowed to invest in construction 

and operation of cinemas in China 
  HK & Macau investors can set up independent companies 

to produce and release films in China after approval 
  HK owners are allowed to directly invest capital 
  Other foreign investors can enter into the Mainland 

Chinese market indirectly through investment in film 
companies in Hong Kong  



 The film industry will continue to grow 
 No slow down expected in the foreseeable future 
 The monopoly by CFGC will be broken 

considering the extreme pressure coming from 
private companies 

 Higher rate of co-production films to be released 
to get around the film quota for overseas 

 More opportunities for investment in the 
mainland through Hong Kong enterprises 

  Increasingly sophisticated marketing of films 
 Co-opting “Hollywood” actors for Chinese films 
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